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When asked to to write about the ethics of
photography, the first thing I thought of was
Project Harpoon, whose anonymous retouchers
manipulate photographs of women (and some
men) to make them appear significantly thinner.
Flooding their work online with the tags
#thinnerbeauty and #skinnyacceptance, this
campaign began on 4chan forums as a response
to video games featuring female characters with
"real bodies" (Orsini, 2015). At first, targets were
celebrities and public figures, like singer Meghan
Trainor, actress Melissa McCarthy (Figure 1), and
plus-sized models. Also, solicitors asked for their
photos to be altered for inspiration. Then,
snapshots of everyday people on social media
sites began to appear with these alterations, with
captions admiring their “thinner-beauty”.

Figure 1: Press photograph of Melissa McCarthy with Project
Harpoon alteration. Anonymous, 2015. Source: Unnamed
(2015). "Facebook group that digitally slims down plus-size
celebs is criticized for 'sick' Reddit page where 'fans' can post
images of themselves - or STRANGERS - to be edited." Daily
Mail.

When thinking about the ethics of photo
manipulation and pervasiveness of social media should what we see in a photograph align with
reality? What is the difference between
manipulating to deceive and

altering for artistic and aesthetic enjoyment. Project
Harpoon retouchers are obviously photoshopping
real photographs to emulate the "before-and-after"
aesthetic from weight-loss product advertising
(Figure 2). The mission of the project becomes
ethically questionable when public domain, privacy,
and human respect are all tested.

Figure 2: Screen capture from Hydroxycut website. 2015. http://
www.hydroxycut.com/success/

Project Harpoon's leader Nick Baskins claims that
the group's goal is to encourage those who wish to
get fit "by providing a number of images that give
them something attainable...It provides a
metaphorical 'kick' that some people might need to
start exercising that others believe may go against
political correctness" (Adams, 2015). Evidence is
being provided to others that weight loss is
possible and may seemingly with align with Susan
Sontag's (2007) belief that "photographs are
particularly admired if they reveal hidden truths
about themselves”: These people would be "more
beautiful" if they lose weight, and here is the
evidence to prove it.
However, the problem with these images is that
they are not evidence nor truth. Instead, they
fantasies of what could be, not what is. Sure,
these women (and men) could lose weight, but the
altered image will most likely not be the end result
based on realistic factors like genetics, body
proportion, and skin elasticity.

Another issue is the privacy of social media users
whose pictures were swiped from their blogs and
accounts to be manipulated. Project Harpoon was
shut down on most social media sites after it
discovered that many of the images were of noncelebrities. Some users did ask for their photos to
be edited (Figure 3), which is more ethical (although
concerning), but other photos were taken without
permission.

"Women's bodies are more often than not
manipulated in the images we see everywhere and
everyday, yet most do nothing to stop this
dishonest representation. What this hateful group
has done is simply an extreme of what mainstream
media and fashion outlets do regularly and without
shame" (Daily Mail, 2015).

Figure 3: "The results: A few people seem genuinely happy to
see thinner versions of themselves" (Anonymous snapshot with
Project Harpoon alteration). Anonymous, 2015. Source:
Unnamed (2015). "Facebook group that digitally slims down
plus-size celebs is criticized for 'sick' Reddit page where 'fans'
can post images of themselves - or STRANGERS - to be
edited." Daily Mail.

Figure 4: Photograph of model Paulina from Neon Moon
Feminist Underwear campaign with Project Harpoon alteration.
Anonymous, 2015. Source: Warren, R. (2015). "We Spoke To A
Woman Who Was Photoshopped To Appear Skinnier By A
Stranger." Buzzfeed.

Many argued that the photos were made public, so
they became open to scrutiny. When the instagram
page was shut down, one of the project's
administrators stated that the public's overreaction
proved that "free speech is dead in the
U.S." (Warren, 2015) However, the bottom line is
that photos were also extensively manipulated and
re-posted publicly with snarky and backhanded
captions, which does enter the realm of
questionable ethics (Figure 4).
One model, Lily Cummings, stated that she was
not surprised that this project was created:
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